
Clinton Township School District Third Grade Curriculum

“Each child is unique and develops at their own pace, but there are predictable patterns in child and adolescent
development. This guide is intended to help you identify and understand these patterns so that you can better
support your child’s learning at home and in school.” (Yardsticks/Responsive Classroom, Chip Wood)

Third Grade   8-9 years old

Physical Development:

● Energetic
● May move awkwardly
● Able to focus both near and far

● Plays hard and tires easily
● Improved eye hand coordination and fine motor skills
● Resources:

○ Yardsticks, by Chip Wood
○ www.childdevelopmentinfo.com
○ www.responsiveclassroom.org

Social-Emotional/Academic Development:

● Is social and enjoys working in groups
● Generally adjusts well to change
● Enjoys larger friend groups, usually the same gender

● Concerned with things being fair, to the point where they may
argue and complain about fairness

● Generally friendly and easy going

Throughout the year your third grade student will experience...

Phys Ed ● Demonstration of good sportsmanship
● Developing health related fitness goals and

tracking progress
● Participation in moderate to vigorous

age-appropriate activities
● Increase muscular strength and improve

balance and coordination skills
● Learning different skills needed for common

sports (i.e. volleyball)

Library ● Choosing books for their own enjoyment and
interests

● Searching and navigating the library
● Understanding plagiarism and citing sources

Health ● Application of making healthy choices in their
own lives (i.e. physical activities and eating
well-balanced meals)

● Character education lessons with core ethical
values

● Using appropriate skills to build positive
relationships (communication, listening,
conflict resolution, teamwork, honesty,
tolerance, and empathy)

● Learning about the prevention, transmission,
and treatment of communicable diseases

● Learning about medicines and other substances
which can be harmful (i.e. substance use, abuse,
misuse)

Social
Emotional
Learning

● Participating in mindful meditation practices
● Participating in character education lessons
● Participating in classroom activities to build

community
● Developing the skills needed to self regulate

emotions

Music ● Learning about different composers and their
works of music as well as different types of
dance to represent cultures from around the
world

● Singing on pitch and different melodies
● Composing music using Boomwhackers
● Reading musical notations
● Performing various forms of music, using

different tempos, beats and rhythms
● Playing a recorder

World
Language

● Learning how to have a conversation in Spanish
by greeting others and asking and answering
questions

● Identifying geographical locations of Spanish
speaking countries

Technology ● Learning how to organize files on their
computer

Art ● Learning about various forms of art from
around the world

http://www.childdevelopmentinfo.com
http://www.responsiveclassroom.org


● Learning the different features on a keyboard
and computer and their shortcuts

● Typing using the correct finger position
● Learning how to effectively research

information online and recognizing if it is a
trustworthy source

● Learning how to be a responsible digital citizen
● Following procedures to troubleshoot a

problem with a website or app on the computer

● Composing a drawing that may or may not have
patterns or textures

● Using art materials and tools to create weaving
● Use different media, techniques, and processes

to communicate ideas, experiences, and stories
● Learning how people's experiences influence

the development of specific artworks

By the end of Grade 3, your child will know how to...

Reading ● Apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills when
decoding words

● Read  a variety of literature and informational texts
● Analyze characters and how they change  in literature
● Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support

comprehension
● Use text features and illustrations to understand text
● Determine meaning of words and phrases in texts.
● Compare/contrast story elements and key details of two

similar texts.
● Identify main idea and retell the key details from text
● Determine the moral, central message or theme of a text

Practice these skills at home ~
● Encourage your child to read daily
● Read with your child and ask questions to

check comprehension and use evidence to
support their thinking

● Read a variety of fiction and non-fiction text
● Assist your child with being responsible for

homework and projects

Writing ● Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English
grammar and usage when writing or speaking

● Develop personal narratives and understand the writing
process

● Developing informational writing skills by engaging their
readers and becoming “experts”

● Identify and appreciate poetry
● Produce a research project
● Use technology to publish writing

Practice these skills at home ~
● Journaling, writing stories, composing an

email, writing poetry
● Practice spelling grade level words
● Practice typing skills

Social Studies ● Identify and use different kinds of maps

● Identify parts of a globe and use skills to locate places

● Compare and contrast the lives of Native Americans from

different regions

● Identify valuable natural resources used by Native Americans

● Identify how the Lenni Lenape culture shaped New Jersey

● Identify reasons for and the impact of European exploration

● Identify the geography, landforms, natural resources, climate

and weather of New Jersey

● Identify the rights and responsibilities of citizens

● Compare the three levels of U.S. government:  local, state and
national and the roles and responsibilities of officials at each
level

Practice these skills at home ~

● Discuss local news and current events

● Talking about your community and

participating in local events

● Use maps and directions when you are

traveling or to locate places

● Discuss the history and meaning behind

celebrations your family observe

● Visit historical places in our region

● Discuss the different levels of government
and how they impact your community and
family

Science ● Use data to analyze weather and patterns
● Determine the effects of balanced and unbalanced forces on

the motion of an object
● Identify cause-and-effect relationships of electrical or

magnetic interactions
● Acquire an understanding that organisms have different

inherited traits and that the environment can also affect the
traits that an organism develops

● Life cycles of organisms
● Environmental changes impact organisms

Practice these skills at home ~
● Observe the weather locally and around the

world
● Encourage conversations about how things

work
● Explore using magnets
● Discuss how animals survive and adapt to

different environments

Math ● Fluently add and subtract through 1,000 with and without
regrouping

● Know from memory multiplication facts through 10’s
● Solve one and two step word problems using the different

operations
● Tell time to the minute and elapsed time within an hour
● Apply a variety of problem solving strategies

Practice these skills at home ~
● Play math games

● Practice addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division math facts

● Encourage your child to solve challenging

problems in everyday situations at home



● Understand, use and compare fractions
● Calculate area and perimeter
● Identify 2-D shapes and their attributes

● Practice estimation when using money at a

store

● Practice telling time to the nearest minute

and solve elapsed time problems

● Practice capacity concepts through

measuring with recipes

● Use a ruler and/or tape measure to practice
measuring (i.e. find the dimensions of a
room or your yard to determine the area
and/or perimeter)

In 2020 NJSL Standards were revised across all content areas except ELA and Math. Incorporated into the 2020 NJSLS;  Climate Change, Amistad

Law, Holocaust Law and LGBTQ+ Statute (6th - 12th). Revisions to the curriculum take place throughout the year and will be reflected in curriculum

units and brochures as they occur.

Amistad Law: N.J.S.A. 18A 52:16A-88 Every board of education shall incorporate the information regarding the contributions of African-Americans

to our country in an appropriate place in the curriculum of elementary and secondary school students.

Holocaust Law: N.J.S.A. 18A:35-28 Every board of education shall include instruction on the Holocaust and genocides in an appropriate place in the

curriculum of all elementary and secondary school pupils. The instruction shall further emphasize the personal responsibility that each citizen bears

to fight racism and hatred whenever and wherever it happens.

N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.35-36 requires boards of education to include instruction on the political, economic, and social contributions of persons with

disabilities and lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) people in appropriate places in the middle school and high school curriculum. The law

also requires boards of education to adopt inclusive instructional materials that portray the cultural and economic diversity of society including the

political, economic, and social contributions of person with disabilities and LGBT people, where appropriate


